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Student activity fees may be which have heretofore been fi~
reduced from twelve to as low as : .nanced by the ASUNM budget advertising ·'fees the' ·Pub· OBoard
six dollars in future years.
may, in the future,. be financed can bec()me 'financially indepenIn· Student Council last· night through tuition and fees admin- dent of student government. ·
ASUNM President Jim· Branch istered by the administration of
Action on a request' for $12,told Council that in the upcoming UNM. "We have no say so about 000 from Intramural Diretltor Dr.
ASUNM budget, "There's a good how these departments spend the Br11no Geba was postponed until
possibility that many things that funds we give them," Branch next week.
have been in the budget in past noted.
Branch explained that last year.
years will not be in it this year."·
The Publications Board alloca- the intramural director "did not
Branch went on to say that tion might also · be eliminated turn in a budget request-and
programs sponsored by the depart- from the budget, Branch said. didn't get anything. Senate and
ments of speech, music, and drama "There is a possiblity that through Council agreed to transfer funds
if a new int1·amurals board were
established."
"Intramurals Council has no
SllY in the administration of the
intramural program or its funds,"
Branch said. The Council only
schedules events. "It came to our
attention last year that these
funds at times were being misused," he added.
''Undemocratic" and "opposed
Also discussed at the meeting
"Both Senate and Council made
to the best interests of American
students," was the way in which was the controversial Liberty bad decisions last year when they
YAF chairman Dave Foreman Amendment. The members de- assumed they could commit such
described the "leftist" National cided, after extensive debate, to a large sum from the next connforego endorsing the proposed cil's reserve fund." Branch said .
Students Association at last amendment
which would -abolish
nights meeting of Young Amer- the Federal income tax.
ASUNM Treasurer Dan Denicans for Freedom. Foreman said
nison l'emarked that the reserve
that YAF would battle with the
At the meeting a letter sent by fund now contains $12,000, $5,000
National Student Association to James Kennedy of the Communist of which must be kept in the fund.
change its anti-American policies Party was hotly discussed and the
group adjourned into committee
"I question the legality of Senon VietNam.
follows is reprinted as it was re- ate and Council spending th!s
ceived.
amount of money without first
presenting it to the student body
"To YAF Executive Board(in a referendum)," Branch said.
I wish to note officially that Mr. The constitution requires that
Grant Houston is 11.0t now and major budget allocations be ap-

YAF Conde~ns NSA
For Political Beliefs

. ··-····''" ~--~ ...~
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COOK CHUCK CHAMBERS (left) and the
"Baron of Beef" Dave Rhodes are shown preparing
steaks in front of the open fire. The winner and .his
Can you identify five people?
Is UNM getting too big? The
LOBO is sponsoring a "Night on
the Town" for the person. who
can identify the most number of
pictures in our contest.
Entries should be submited to
the LOBO box in the Activities
Center or at the LOBO office in

guest, of the LOBO "Night on the Town" contest
will be the guests of Mr. Rhodes as part of their
prize. (Above LOBO Photos by Kendall.)

"The Fantasticks" to be presented next month.
The "Night on the Town'' will
be on Saturday, March 12 with
the dinner at 6 p.m. and curtain
time at 8 p.m. In case of a tie
the person who guesses the closest number of people who entered

the contest will be the winner.
The Baron of Beef located in
historic Old Town features charcoal broiled steaks cooked over an
open fire. Owner Dave Rhodes offers UNM students a discount
rate of ten per cent of the bill on
Monday thru Thursday.

is 4:30 Friday, March 11th. The
winner will be announced and
notified on Friday night.
For identifying the pictures the
Details about the recent Sigma
winner will receive a "LOBO Chi mule killing are being sought
Night on the Town." A free din- by the Taxpayers' Anti-Cruelty
ner for two has been donated by Federation of New Mexico.
the "Baron of Beef" in AlbuquerThe organization has instructed
que's Old Town.
its attorney, Frank Sutherland, to
The winner will also receive two take up the matter with Presifree tickets to the music Theater's dent Popejoy. He delivered a letpresentation of "A Funny Thing ter from the association, asking
Happened on the Way to the Popejoy for specific details of the
Fourm" at the Menaul High killing and what has been done
School Auditorium. The tickets about it, late yesterday.
will entitle the two persons winner to attend this play and also.

UNM EE Students
Present Papers

the lm:&n..\l,.m. bunding Deadline

Five electrical engineering students at UNM will present technical papers at a Student Papers
Contest here on campus.
The local winner will be eligible
for an all expense-paid trip to the
area contest at Utah State University in mid-April. The campus
contest is being sponsored jointly
by the Alb11querque chapter of the
Institute of Electric and Electronic Engineering and the Student branch of the 1-Triplc-E.

-· COLD£G£ of-BOWLING=KNQWLEDGE
by Dick Ericson

TWO FREE TICKETS to "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way
to the Forum," a l\fusic Theater production, are part of the prizes
for correct identifications of UNM students in the Lobo Night on
the Town contest.

Cramming
Clowning
Crashing
Pubbing
.Frugging

'

GetzJazz Invades UNM
.

SERVlCES
•
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
rates to UNM students on all machinm.
Free Pickup & delivery. E & E Typewrite!' Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone 243·
0588.
PERSONALIZED and ereath•e alterations
alld restyling. Sewing and mending. Mrs.
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (close to Uni•
versit,v), phone 242-7538.
_
PERSONALS
FL:I!'ING students check our new lower
raw. Ask about tho $5.00 introductory
offer. Many . additional •featUI'es lit no
extra cost. Call Southwestern Skyways,
Coronado Airport, 344·1658. 3/9, 10, 11,
14.
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AR~A.BOWL: Tltc one! bowl gctme in wlticl£ everybody plays.

Tltrs rs not a post seruon football rt/Jtrir because bowling is
mwc>r out of .~f!ason.

AREA B~Wl: 'fJte he~iniling bowler slaould aim the ball 110t
at the pms 60 feet away, hut at a much closer target. He m:ty
use a system of spot bowling, which means aimin.r over one
specific board, u~ua~ly the second arro": from ""the right
channel, and fleltvenntt the hall over th1s spot. However,
SJIOt howlers Ju~V(l a lllhclency to steer or guide the ball, so
beginners are cncoura~e!l to arC:t how] until they beconte
accurate and consistent in their delivery. Area howlin,.means
:tllowing the hall to roll one hoard to the. left or right side of
tlte second arrow. 1'1uJreforc it is an area target rather than
oru~ SfJecific srmt.
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From dawn to discotheq
they're really with it .•. Permanently pressed 50% Fortrel f!Ol)!;
ester and 50% cotton make Mr.
Wrangler your best buddy from
early classes to just·one-morefrug at midnight., . and they're
guaranteed for one year's normal
wear.
They $lay like new forever. In a
full range of colors and styles.

ioii'sw

SEE SIMON'S
FOR FAMOUS
MR. WRANGLER
SHIRTS & SLACKS
or write

Mre.Ww~umgll®II'
350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.lOOOI

.

contemporary

Getz, noted as a leading jazz
Presently, Stan is toudng the
tenor saxophonist, will be in AJ- country, breaking all attendance
.buquerque 1\<Ionday and Tuesday records. Recognized as one of the
for two performances.
few selective originators of m.usic,
The first concert will be 8:15
Monday in the foyer of the Fine
Arts Center and will be open to
the public without charge. However, the Tuesday night performance in .Johnson Gym will require
tickets which can be bought :for
$1.50 (students) and $2.50 (general} in. the Union ticket office,
As is the case every year, Fiesta
or at the door.
begins .ear1y with the beard-grow~
Sellout Performance
ing contest which climaxes during
Currently being acclaimed for the May 20-21 festivities. All
his brilliant creative musical virile, hairy and capable young
achievement, his sellout box of- men are invited to sign up in the
fice performances, and his con- Alpha Phi Omega service booth
sistent position at he top of the located in the Union lobby anyrecord cbarf.s, be has played a time during normal daytime hours.
conspicuous role in every major
The sooner you sign up (and
must be clean-shaven to do so) the
better chance you have to beat
out anyone else.
The deadline for the contest
will be sometime in May, but the
best beard wi11 be judged according to bushiness, neatness, originality, etc., etc.
Sign up now. Its rumored that
Local Communist leader, James Ann Slander is far ahead of any.
Kennedy, said that the statement body else with hers.
in Wednesday's LOBO saying
that Grant Houston is a member
of the Communist Party was not

Entrants Sought
In Chin Fuzz Race

Shirts and Slav•t.ii.S
FORTREV•I and cotton

~~.·~~.:~··

.

In the continuing series of
UN~I Cnltural P.r:ograms, stan

PE

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65e-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
tioM BUilding, Phone 277-4002 or 277·4102.
FOR SALE
GOOD 1tsed furniture made by Drexel: 1
bedroom . suite, 1 dining room 1$Uite. onl!
small cabinet. Call R. D. Norman: office,
277·3205 or home, 256•6577. 2/23•3/10.
FOR RENT
NICE 2 bedroom home with den, 1221
Columbia NE. $100 monthly, water paid,
close to University, Call 266•1388.
·
ADOBE house, 1621 Bayita Lane NW, t
bedroom, tlrcplaee, completely furnished.
Beautiful loeatlon, private road. Available now $85. Inquire 844•1266, Mrs.
Symmes. 3/7, 9, 10.
2 BEDROOM, unfurnished apartment, $85
Per month. Close to University at 714
Truman NE. Call 268·6840 or 255·3734.
3/3, 4, 7, 8.

SPRING BAS EVEN AFFECTED the mathematicians. Here, top
to bottom, gr.aduates in the math department Charley Walter, Gail
Cams, and Crawford Fletcher try their hands at an obstinate volleyball net in anticipation of continued warm weather.

Houston Not Red,

Reveals Kennedy
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he is careftllly choosing his mate-

rial for future records and movie
and sound track committments.
Wins Award
At the annual presentation of
the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences (NARAS
Awards), Stan Getz won the
coveted Grammy for best solo
performance of the year. Getz
was nominated for eight Grammy
awards-more than any other single performer in the academy's
history. In a few short months,
imitations were flooding the market, draining the Bossa Nova of
its initial freshness and spontaneity.
To his surprise,. Stan found
himself in a world of Bossa Nova
shows, Bossa Nova T-shirts, Bossa Nova dances, Bossa Nova buttons, etc.
Boss of Nova
A discerning minority of true
Bossa Nova aficionados remained
in a state of apprehension concerning this questionable trend.
Was it inevitable that Bossa Nova
would lose its initial beauty in the
process of gaining acceptance?
J oao Gilberto and Antonio Carlos
Jobim, the Brazilian originators,
were largely igonred and neglected.

novor has been a~.nnbe;r o:f 1>h'!l

~ye~l>¥ ""'.,,,.-a-~..

. , · .,, •

· ·Continun1st ·:Paft'J· 'NS~or~ 1'leIn reply to a Council· mandate
empowered to speak for the Party •.to investigate the book store,
in any way whatsoever.
Union Board Chairman John
If he made this claim it is con- Campbell informed the executive
scions misrepresentation-if Y AF body that the matter had been
did I hope you will rectify it. I referred to the board's Operaam the only Communist spokes- tiona! Review Committee.
man in this area and I alone am
"Union operations center on the
empowered to speak or authorize book store as a profit making' enothers to do so for the Communist terprise," Campbell said. He
Party USA.
added that the relationship of the
(signed)
book store to the Union is unclear.
James A. Kennedy
In an interview, Campbell said
Communist Party USA
• that according to his interpretaSpokesman
tion of the Union Board By-laws,
Y AF addressed the following the book store is an appendage of
reply to Mr. Kennedy and the the' University rather than of the
Communist Party.
Union. However, all other opera•
"We find it incredible that any- tions of the Union are financed by
one would falsely represent him- the book store profits.
self to us, and to his fellow stu"The relationship of the Union
dents, as a Communist Party Board to the Dh·ector of the Union
member.
is·that of an advisory Committee,"
However, YAF does not con- Campbell said.
The question 1·aised by the
sider itself to be a credentials
committee for the Communist Council mandate concerning book
Party, regardless of its difficulties, store prices, Campbell said, is
and will leave this dispute to whether the Union should be opyourselves, Communists and neo- erated as a business or as a stu·
Communists, to discover what dent service. The Union now upmotivated these most malevolent crates as a business. The Operaremarks of G1·ant Houston.
tiona! Review Committee will consigned
side1· this question In its investiYAF Executive Board
gations of Union operations,
Dave Fo1·eman1 Chairman
Campbell said.

......
j

.::s·

VC Overrun Special Forces Camp

true.
"Houston is not a party member and he misrepresented himBy United Press International
self and the Communist Party by
SAIGON
- Communist forces
making his statement," Kennedy
early
yesterday
smashed th1•ough
said.
the perimeter of an isolated
Houston said. in yesterday's American Special Forces camp
LOBO, "The U.S. is guilty of the under attack on the Laotian bormost heinous war crimes against der. Only a small part of the
humanity sinee the fall of the camp was l'Cported still holding
Third Reich ••• Johnson, Mc- out last night.
Namara, Premier Ky, Dean Rusk,
Every structure at the Shau
Westmoreland ami Grorge Lincoln Camp, 375 miles north-northwest
Rockwell shoulli be destroyed in of Saigon, had been 1lestroyed or
the name of the people.'' Houston burned by dawn. Casualties among
signed the statement,. "a member the outnumbered American and
of the Communist Party!'
tribal defenders were described as
''Houston's remarks were not heavy.
the position of the Communist
Party and were not representative
Sc:trch Still On for 1\lissing
of Communist Opinion," said KenH·Bomb
nedy.
PALOMARES, Spain- Amerl•
Jlouston was not available for can military officials have ended
comment.
the secrecy which has surrounded
''

ll'

•

"

·~

<!

the search for a nuclear bomb
missing for seven weeks. The task
force commander, RAdm. W. S.
Guest ,told newsmen that 15 warships, three underwater research
craft and 120 underwater demolition team (UDT) men and divers
arc searching a 120 square mile
area off the Spanish coast for the
bomb.
Anti-Comlttunist Riots in Jakarta
SINGAPORE - Thousands of
students again seized the Indonesian Education Ministry in Jakarta yesterday. Others stormed
the Communist Chinese News
Agency building and set it afire.
However, police exting11ished the
flames. It was the 15th consecutive day of violent anti-Communist demonstrations.

Rabbi Heturns from Viet Natn
Comments on Aggression
. SAIGON - Rabbi Schulem
Rubin of New York City says
American clergymen should visit
Viet Nam before criticizing U.S.
action there. The Rabbi, who has
just completed a three-week tour
of South Viet Nant, said, "The
primary question of this war is
not whether it is moral or humoral but whether we are here
' N am to stop aggression.
~
,,
in Viet
The Rabbi said that during· his
tour he met with officials who
proved to him that the wat• is to
stop aggression.
LOS ANGELES - The Mayor
of Los Angeles, Samuel Yorty,
says he willt•un in the Delttocratic

primary for the gubernatorial
nomination. He will oppose incumbent
Governor
Edmund
Brown, he accused of "shoddy
machine politics."
CAPE KENNEDY-· The Gemini-S· spacccl'aft got passing
grades in a test countdown here
yesterday. Officials said a 24minute "hold" was the result of
faulty computer programming,
and this would not affect the
launch planned for Tuesday.
PHOENIX -· Arizona health
authorities say a statewide influenza outbreak is of epidemic
proportions. Most schools in Arifiona remained open yesterday, although absenteeism increased to
about 15 · pe1· cent.
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·Winner To Receive Tickets God and His Creations Aie Separate;
T p d t•
f C d This Is Why Science Is Possible
. orne y

co~:r!t;:h: 0~~ ~~~gd :::u~~

N1ng's Job as technical director
BY ANNE LEHNHAUSEN
How many of your fellow col- . consists of l!elping with the
. and to be
leagues are you able to recognize? hl,li.lding of the •
. If .you are. able to correctly s_ure the jobs are being done with
lden.tlfY the pictures that will be costumes, properties,
lights.
put
Also .,.
... cts
you willthe
f laterdt,his week,
f
·
two, and
In a::ition to thi.s job, .Ning

n't do was be God for himself
Rev. Richard Bright, chaplin fo;
the UNM Wesley Foundation said
last night.
"G.!d and his creation, man, are
separate, this is what makes l·t

o .'r 0 u c I On
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~OBO
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SAVE SOtyo

Cook Will Speak
To Republicans

I
·~·

ON YOUTH FARES...

Kirk Clark, it 255-2870

4

while fulfilling your military obli-

CLIP COUPON and ~Mil with membership fee toa
Sates~nt.

Trans-Texas Airways,
P. 0. Box 60188, Houston, Texas 77060
~~----~-~~--~~~~-~--~~--/
lppUcation For Youth flrtldtntiflcl\lon Clnl
~.\
~PiliP)

I

gation at the same time in the
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New Mexico National· Guard.

Captain Fanning at 600

Wyoming NE. or call 298-5431.
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Student Veterans
The Student Veterans Association will. meet Sunday, March 13,
in Room 231-C e>f the Union.

.'"1 --,,

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Interesting Things From

·MEXICO
3009 Centred NE
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEA.lEit

abstra~t

~aybe_g~rls

•

you~

Study Shows Needs
To Reform Colleges

!

~s ~

•

1

Do You Know?

. Continue your college educ_ation

•

girl~

place~

title you to take a c;:es;~ :~- and_ keeps the audience hysteric~! !j.rt Rodburgh and R«;v. Bright . Rev. Bright contendll that there
theatre's Cl;lrrent performance,
du!mg the
pia!.
t:!e Bl:t:.st mte:Preta- were two competing forces in the
Funny Thmg Happened on the M A
Thmg" ls playing at this third program in'{:::
creati?n· "All the way thl·ough
ay
to
the
Forum,"
and
to
attend
enau
.
lgh
School.
Ning
said
.New
Reformation
S
.
n the Bible the force of evil against
W
any other ru:usic"Theatre perform- that .ne;ct
performances "CreatiPn in Six Da s enes was, .God and man are seen and man'a
ance that will be given in the near (begmnmg m November) will About the .Ap 1 .,, Y ' and What willfulness .against God," he said.
future with a guest. Or one per- mostly be held in the UNM Con- ·
Rev: BrigJ e. 'd th t th
The final VlCto:ry won over in the
never 'was a Gar'::n e>f E.
Bible came with the birth of
son can, attend four of the Music cert Hall.
Need Theatre
any literal sense that is Fr Ro•
Chril!t--evil now was only thereTfheatre s plays, completely free
o charge.
"The. Musl"c Th,atre
I'.s tryi"ng to burgh. warne
.
·d agamst
.
.interpret• x- ault
the
.
.,.
Thof
· man,
d"
· Reverend said·
"
Roman.Comedy
get a theatre of its own" said ing the Bible by little pat phrases
Jll Jscussion centered only
around the first eleven chapters of
A Funny Thmg Happened on N_ing. "But what we reall'y need -out of context "The· BI'bl .
t h e Way to the Forum" 1·s a de- . Js the 1and, possibly donated."
• ·
e Is a th¢ Bible.
lightful musical comedy based on
"
A & L
the plays of Plautus, a favorite
The profits of the plays go
J. JQne$, Mgr~... , ,
playwright of Roman playgoers into the building fund," Ning said.
2c DISCOUNT to. ... :. .- .
around 160 B.C. Plautua• plays in- He explained that the group
volve a refreshing type qf humor atarted with no treasury at all.
STUDENTS ON REG. & ETHYL
AlSO: flat$ $1.00
lube $1.00
includ~ng mistaken identity, jealThe Board of Directors of the
.501 YAlE S.E.
2_.7-0858
ous wives, rascally slaves, and a M:!Jsic Theatre includes, besides
number of other equally amusing Nmfi, the chairman, Mary Lee
characters and situationa.
Luchetti, and secretary, Ka1·l
James Ning, Technical Direc- Westerman. The Board chooses
tor and Treasurer of the Music the plays that will be put on.
Theatre, said that all the roles
The plays that ''ill be shown
in the performances are cast from the .rest of this season are, in
~pen auditi?ns. No acting or sing- f.'Prll, the "Fantasticks"; June,
.mg exper1ence is needed but
Stop the World I Want to Get
those whl> have a singing voice ar~ Off"; July, Cole Porter's "You
usually cast in the lead roles fo~· Never Know"; and in August
they nre expected to aing at "How to· Succeed in Busines~
least a few sings.
Without Really Trying."
Few Pros
"We hardly ever have any professionals in our cast," Ning said.
However, he said that Robert
Ji
Vaughn, T.V.'s Napolel>n Solo
i!1
worked with the director of th~
~
Music Theatre, Karl Westerman
:1
for two seasons.
'
~~
Ning said that the open tryouts
• 'I'll
~re held six weeks before the play
'" j
. · .The UNM Young Republicans
1ll Jte~;y, to be performed for the
,.
·
publ!,c. Rehearsals are held three mll meet tonight, Marc'h 10 at
~
1
times a week and two weeks be- 7:30 in Room 248 of the SUB.
1
fore the show they are held every ~uest _sp,eaker will be Schuble c.
',
• Conme Cook, Republican nomnight," said Ning.
mee for U. s. House of Repre£;entatives, Position 1.
M:• Cook, an Indiana born Rell
publ~can, has been astive in Repubbcan party work in Albuquer,\
If you can identify ftve pic)\
que since moving here to work for
:I
tures of UNM students, you
Sandia Corp. Mr. Cook's platform
!11
will win a "night on the town"
emphasizes the traditional Responsored by the LOBO
·!
~ublican beliefs of individual
The winner will receive a
' 1
hberly, individual initiative and
free dinner at the "Baron of
l,
peace through the wise use of
Beef" in Old Town. Two tickets
strength, as applied to the probwill also be given to the Music
lem of today's society.
!heatre•s current performance,
His reasons for running inA Funny Thing Happened on
volve a significant distaste of the
the 'Vay to the Forum" and
present administration's policies
one other performance tliat will
m a number of areas. In his
be given in April.
l~test talk Mr. ~ook spoke spe"Night on the Town'' will be
cdiea11y of deficit financing, atSaturday, March 12. Dinner is
tempts to repeal Sl,lction 14-B of
at 6 p.m. and the play at 8
Talf-Hartley Act, and the present
p.m.
policy of this administration in
Submit entries to the LOBO
the area of foreign aid.
llox office in the Activities Cen•
All interested persons are inter or to the LOBO office in the
vited to attend the meeting, with
journalism building, Deadline
coft'ee being served following the
is Friday. March 11.
speech.

"A

-

~;ball

human book and we must watch
too/' Rev.
"Th n· 1
h.
e lb e is not 'IUUCh of a
IStory, but more of a theological
and psychological weaving of
themes,"
Fr. Rnxburgh
''Coll~ge .atudents
are. verysaid.
conservabve m relation to the interpreta-

have science," Rev.

Bett~r ~orget the Green Dress, Stster
'···":"·

By BOB AUbER
w• 1 ·
Sister 2: But she seemed kind
Sister 2: But maybe we could important contacts, and .can get
Collegiate. Press Service
of nice, and very dedicated to the help her. Maybe we could teach some of the
onto Unwn comWitch 1; When
we three University.
her the social graces, so she mittees, and thmgs.
meet again In thunder, lightning,
Sister 1: How JPany times do could be like us.
Siater 3: She seems so frozen
or in 1•ain?
we have to tell you. We're pledgSistel· 1: Listen, what do you and metallic, she probably
Witch 2: When the hurlyburly's . ing for grades next semester. think this is, a Sorority o1· a re- wouldn't be for the House enough
done, When the battle'a lollt and Right now we need some really form 2 chool?
to even try to help the girls.
won.
•
cool. girls.
Siater 3: Right: We have standSister 1: Besides, one of the
SJster 3: Yes. And old Alma ards here, Those who can't :make girla who was talking to her said
Witch 3: That will be ere the
set of sun.
was ~ar from cool. I've seen her them simply will have to find a her ideas about the school were
Witch 1: Where the
·
on one of the corners lesser place to Jive. Alma simply really far o'Q.t. All she wanted to
Witch 2: Upon the heath.
?own JD Campus.town. And wear- has
conception of our atand- talk about was a lot of
Witch 3: There to meet with
that same
dress.
ards. Did you see her at the :First stuff about
of the Un1•
Macbeth.
estly, _she was
Stage party? She. didp't even sit versity," and junk like that. She
Witch 1: I come, Graymalkin!
th_ere, m front of
b1g guys, down. All the other Rushees aat didn't even know who won the
Witch 2.: Paddock calls,
With a dopey expressiOn on her down except for AliPa.
Greek Week bicycle rac_e last year,
Witch 3! Anon!
.
Sister 1· I saw that. She stood
Sister 2: Okay, okay. I'm with
Sister 1: Two htg guys'? Hey through the whole party. I almost you. Let's bong her now. After
All: Fair is foul, foul is fair.
Hovel' through the fog and filthy b. n;aybe jhe know!'! some foot- wasn't able to smile at her, I was all, she didn't eat any nuts artd
11 pteaye3~a N I d 't th' k
air.
as·
so mad!
. . mints at the party.
•
>!'
"'
lS r
. o,
on
lD SO.
g· te g C
to tb' k 0 f it
• •
Sister 1: Boy, it. sure is crummy TheY weren't paying much atten•
Sister 2: So she stood up 'l So
. : ome
m
weather. Think they'll be able. to tion to her. She was giving them what? Maybe she bas a bad back? I d1dn t. see her touch he,r 1ee
find the House through all that directions; seemed to be pointing
nobody's ever told her how water, etther.
.
.
fog? My hair is just a mess, with to the Union Bookstore and to mce
act at a party.
All: drop! ... (snappmg theu
the humidity and all!
some building on the
Sister 1: Honestly, I sometimea fingers in unison)·
thinking PIANO?
wonder why we pledged you. It
Sister 2: What do you think of campus.
SEE theYNM_HA PIANO
the Rushees so far?
Sister 2: But looks aren't every• ought to be· simple for anybody
Sister 3: Not bad; not bad; thing. She really had a nice • • . to figure out: if everybodY else
Except for that Alma WhatsherSister 1: . . . personality? sits down, you do, too.
name.
Listen, what kind of. a Hou~e
Sister .3: Right. Alma :must be
Sister 1: l think it starts with woul~ be have here _1f we did really stupid if she doesn't know
s:atz s"N.
MATEO SE
an "M.'' It sounds kind of for~ noth1ng but pledge n1ce homely enough to do what eve:rybody
eign.j;he is probably Catholic or girls. We've got certain standard$, else does.
Jewish or something.
you_know. .
,
Sister 2: Maybe you're right
Sister 3: And how about that
S111ter 3: R~ght. ~ybody whod about her. I've never seen her
hideous green dress she was wear· wear ~methn~g like that green drinking . beer qn Wednesday
ing? It looked like drapery, with dre~s ss defimtely not our ma- nights or Friday afternoons,
all the folds,
tenal. Why, when I looked at her, e'the,:
1
Sister 1: Somebody really even her face seemed green. Ab,
•
• •
should tell her about skirt length. sol11tely no idea of how to wear
Stste_r 3: Now
soundtng
It was hanging almost to the makeup. And her hair. When's more. like one of .mY atsters, and
ftoor. Honestly! Anybody who'd the last time you saw anybody less like some SOCJal worker.
wear clothes like that • • •
wear a bun!
Sister
1: Yeah,
we don't
any
dateless
pledges.
Gottawant
get
into lls many Houses as poasible.
Sister 2: Hey, wait a minute.
How about her activities? She
seemed to know so much about
the
she's

\':,.~,:,ri!~;;-Mo•io ...,._ ~~:::. in• ..r~.!,u=:if'.;
U~ ..,;. ..,.;..,.bip of the :-~ ~~~:,{.;.::,~ '!.~
This membership
d ·u
pened on the Way to the Forum " Aqumas Newman Center Fr. Gil- stdered so very liberal."
1
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Lobo Contest

NEW :MEXICO LOBO

ExclusiVe Dealers for
KEEPSAKE RINGS in
Albuquerque • • •
Ml2 C•ntrol Ave., Downtown
124 Cort;~~tado Coter

WIN A CLASS RING

FREE

NEW YORK . (CPS) - Major
His specific recommendations
SEE MONDAY LO&O
reforms to halt the e-rosion of the incl11ded:
liberal arts college were proposed
U:ave Requirements
.after a year-long study macle pub-To require that all s_tudents
lie this week by Columbia. Uni- take a yeJlr ot :mathematics plua.
veraity.
a year of physics or biolO~· /t.t
The report caU11 tor increased present, atude!'ts at Columbta and
emphasis on the humanities and moat othel' bberal arts colleges
proposed new senior-year courses mllBt take two yeal'll of matb and
to counter the pressures toward science but_have considerable freeover specialization.
dom
of e~o1ee.
•
• F'
ed
-To
mtroduee double maJors,
Carnegte mane_
cutting across disciplinary lines,
The study, by Columbia sociolo- and to be more specific in requirgist Daniel Bell, was financed ~Y ing courses that relate to the
a $261000 grant from the Camegte maJ'or.
corporation of New York.
-To begin new senior courses
Dean David B. Truman of Co· in general ed11cation which would
..
WHENYOU
A
lumbia College called B~ll's re- give each senior the opportunity
port the ''broadest analysJS yet of to learn how his major can be
what leading liberal arts colleges specifically applied to a problem.
COU.EGE RING
should be teaching today."
For example, all majors in the
OI.D'E• ~OUI. INOUfJOUAL IUNC NOW
The proposals in the 32o-page social sciences would take such
&JIIaWilllk'lltin···
report should "generate interest a course on the development of
and discussion across the na- new states and their problems.
TUESDAY, MARCH 15
tion," the dean said. Some comBell's report will be debated by
assOciated student bookstore
pared the Bell report to the 1945 the Columbia faculty which will
Harvard study titled "General have the final 'Say on its adoption
Education in a Free SoCiety,"
which led to wide reform in
·;:
American colleges.
With vastly increased numbers
of students going to graduate
school (nearly 90 11er -cent at Columbia), bell argued in the l:'eport
that the college was now looked
upon as a way station rather than
the capstone of education as it
once was.
serving
Compared With Tunnel
' He compared it to a tunnel con~
Southern California
necting high school with graduate
will have a representative
school, with the object being to
speed through the tunnel as
on campus to interview on
quickly as possible.
I
"The rue and cry to shorten
Mon. &Tues.~ Mar. 1.4 & 15
the college years," he wrote, "to
J
speed the boy into sophomore
I
Candidates will be selected from
standing
and
then
spin
them
into
·.~
both the Bachelor's and Advanced
graduate school in his senior year
degree levels of Accounting, Busi-these are not only <lestructive
ness Administration, Economics,
of the college; they are more sadly
destructive of the student himFinance and other Business Majors.
self.'' Bell stressed the need for
Liberal Arts degree candidates with
a rich undergradurtte curriculum
at least one year of Accounting, as
in the scienees and the humaniwell as alumni with a minimum of
ties. He said the !lurrent prellsures to speed up college work so
1 year's full-time banking experi·
that students !lim enter Ph.D.
ence, are also invited to apply•
programs earlier ignore . the experience of medical achoe>ls. .
Several decades ago medical
schools accepted ,students with
Please t~take necesrary ""angetnetJllt
only two or three years of under•
ill your Placement o"'ce
graduate training, be noted. But
today they generatly insist that
! ; ' •
students come to tbem better pre•
:pa.:red having a broad foundation
1 ui the liberal arts.

; 1
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JOHN ROBERTS
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SECURITY FIRST
NATIONAL BANK
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The
ENGAGE-ABLES
go for
Keeps~kEB!'•
And, For good reasons ... like
smart styling to enhance the
center diamond .•• guaranteed
perfect (or replacement dssured) • • • a brilliont gem of
fine color and precise modern
cut. The name, Keepsake, in
your ring assures lifetime $atistc1Ction. Select your very perSQnal Keepsake at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find
him in the yellow
pages under
u
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Fe..~e~~l

GJtA:OUATfoN CHANGE
Eeach dean will be responsible sphere and a prestige address,"
To All Members of the Faculty:
for submitting to· the Secretary undel" "university-approved reguBecause of an in(!rease in the by March ~1 a list of repl"esenta- lations."
expected number of degree candi- tives from his or her college in
Recently, however, the managed~tes at Commencement Exer- accordance
with ·the · above ment h;~s bee~ accepting anyone
ci~es, June . 1~, this year, there form!lla.
- r .1• ; .
: • : ' • w~o, ~ilnt!;l to 'ljxe. h~re ---: stu~e~t
~11 be rol)m m ~ohnso~ Gymna-. · This memo;ran~um 111 sent .no:w. ot ,non-s~udent. J feel :t1Jat th1s 1s
SlUm :for. O~ly 7~ fac;ulw';lllemberll - S? that the designat~d •represe:n_ta· .. Uljlfair to those .W~O signed up
and admimst~~tJve Pjli,«;ers (three • 'tlves -m!ly.submit. tlieir orderS' fOt' \lnd~:t;, t~e iJ!iP,re;;~i'on ~~at this
l"OWs of 26) mstead Pfs~he Usual ;academic, C?stumes by April ri() r was ~trjctly s.tuden~ h!>)lS~ng.
full attendance,
:;, ..
• • · the . Associated · Students Book~
A sales clerk, for ,exap~ple, who
It. has been agreed that aca-.. , lltore. -(The. Universicy .Bookstore is 30 or older, has little in comdemlc departments {or non-de- · ;Will not be handling academic cos- mon witli a student... they keep
partmentalized co}leges) of 12 or " tumes this year,)· · ·
· ditrerent hours, have totally difmore full-time members will pro, As soon as I receive the lists ferent interests and; hi most
vide tw~ representatives e~~;ch and of r~presentatives from the deans cases, have very little to. talk
those With Jess Fllan 12 wUl pro. I Will ask the Bookstore to send ' about. If the student WANTED
yid~~ but <;!De. This repr!:~entation an order blank to each person
this type of roommat~J, he or she
l;":" ''1s exclusive of marshals, the diwho will be marching, As usual, would not be living here.
recto~;,.pf. the band ·Or orchestra
the cost of rental will be borne
The College Inn contract states
and the !leans and othel"s seated by the University, and R.O.T.C. that "if a specifiic person is not
on the platfo~.
officers will wear uniforms in- requested as a roommate in the ,
It also excludes members of the stead of academic costumes.
application, a Toommate will be
faculty who are. receiving a deJohn M. Durrie
assigned in 'accordance with the
gree; such persons will march and
University Secretary applicant's preferences indicated
sit with the degree candidates.
in the application, in order to
Emeritus, temporary, and partUNFAIR CONSIDERATION
achieve maximum roommate comtime faculty members will not be Dear Sir:
patibility and to facilitate adjustasked to participate this year,
For the past seven months, the ments to college living.''
Administrative officers who nor- College Inn has been advertising
In at least several cases, there
mally are seated with the faculty for student residents, offering has been no effort whatever to
(Huber, Kelley, Mathany, Pero- many "extras" which would ap- comply with this clause - cervich, Ried, S.-.E;' Sm~th, Walker, peal to students - location near tainly a non-student does not "faWhiteside, W#iu1:8nil Young) will campus, dances, extending meal cilitate adjustments to college
be expected fo attend as usual;
serving hours, and a "coed atmo- living."
Then College Inn cannot have
its cake and eat it, too - if it
cannot make money as strictly
student housing, then let it become a boarding house. But it
Published l\!pnday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of the regular Universicy year by tbe
won't
satisfy anyone by trying
Studer,t Publications Board of the .Associated Students of the University of New Mexico.
to be both.
~econd class pos~c paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico. Printed by the Univerolcy Print-
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Sincerely,
Mary Mackey

DORM GRIPES
Dear Editor:
We feel that a great injustice
has been placed on the Sl'irit
Trophy for 1966. Alvarado Hall is
a new dorm on campus this y¢ar
with new ideas for unity. One :be. ing spirit.
·
.
' Jim Lee, an ;~dvisor and former
yell leader, has been ver;v. active
this year assisting the residents
with the card section~ which
turned out to be great.
As a matter of fact, a number
of the present yell leadsr and
chapparals came and asked us
to continue the card section. We
did. We worked bard for the development of school spirit.
Besides the card section, Alvarado was active in having a sign
lit up on the hall before every
home football game and signs at
all but one basketball game.
Do thoughts speak louder than
actions? It seems that our
"worthy" opponents only though
about school spirit. We noticed
very little from them, but perhaps the chapparals and yell leaders were more observant than the
rest of the student body.
We were informed at the be·
ginning of the year that the Spirit
Trophy would be awarded on a
point system, not on a bias voting system. Several times during
the year we were informed that
Alvarado was ahead in this socalled point system. It appears
that we won all the battles but
lost the war.
We have racked our brains trying to remember what our opponents did for spirit (besides drinkit). If we can find out what they
did, we will do the same next
yea!.", and maybe the ye1l leaders
and chapparals will find us worthy
of holding their trophy.
Respectfully,
Six Comanchero
House Residents

severai peoplel usuaiiT 'leave at
that tiuJe. when we •PPI"Ciaehed
Yale and RoiDa we noticed a sign
that bad been put up which 'read
"Closed to Through 'l'raflie," and
a. · University pol~an was
standipg in the middle of the
street with hi$ .mas folded in
front of him.
We asked if the :parlring lot was
also elosed and he said "Yes."
When we asked why, he replied,
"Too many students haTe ears,"
We do not conmder this an answer. We went a block fw1her
down Rorna, where we tumecl
around. When we pasi;Cd ~ by,
the :policeman was gone and C&r.l
were preeeeding doWD Yale to
find parking p1aces.
We also turned doWD Yale,
hoping to find a closer place to
park. All along the street there
were several parking places and
the lot ~ had several empty
spaces. Since that particular lot
on Yale is an open lot we do not
feel that the University :police
have any right to arbitrarily prevent people from parking in it.
Furthermore, no one has ever
died from being courteous.
H there are certain times of the
day that Yale will be closed to
traffic, we feel that the students
should be informed.
Sincereily,
Larry and Judy Salas
XQUSUS
Dear Sirs:
Once again I fear I n1Ust inform
you of tbe proper abberviation
for the House Committee on TinAmerican Activities which is
HCUA.
Unfortunately whoever wrote
your recent headline '\vas not
aware, or did not wish to use,
the proper abbreviation. This, I
feel since most people still refer
to the committee erroneously as
"HUAC," .a mistaken interpretation of the committee and a subtle,
though detectable, slight upon its
investigative :functioD.L
It is, or so 1 have heard, the
~li~y of ~e LOBO to be as obJective as JS possible; therefore
I hope you. will keep in mind these
facts when referring to the committee.

CHEER LEADERS DEFENDED
Dear Sir:
Believing that an unfair accusation has been leveled at the honesty and integrity of the Chaparrals and YeJI Leaders of UNM,
we feel it proper to reply to the
statements in Mr. Frank NeuMarch 9, 1966
man's letter to the New Mexico
Lobo of March 7. Apart :from any Dear Sir.:
considerations
regaTding
the
We regret the neee11sitl:v of'
Spirit. Trophy or its J>resentation·, using our time and your& by
is it unbecoming of l!,ny individ·
writing this letter, However, we
ual to imply that the University feel it is necessary to bring this
Chaparrals 01" Yell Leaders are matter to your attention.
STUDENT SENATE will consider several amendments the caliber of persons who would
Today at 11:30 a.m. we tried
regard
the
interests
of
one
small
to
park our car in the parking
Cordially,
to the proposed constitution this afternoon. Among them
Tim Banlll!lr
segment of the University above 1ot across from the library, since
will be an amendment to the process of the removal of that of the whole.
Publications Board and Radio Board members. The amendWe do not know the criterion
ment is simply an additional clause specifying that removal for determining the recipient of
Spirit Trophy; however, in an
of those committeemen by the Student Body President would the
TOM PUCKEn
effort that the facts may be
need the concurrence of Senate.
known, Sigma Alpha Epsilon conon
Both Radio Board and Publications Board are not regu- tributed in the following manner:
W
ol Crisis
(1) signs at aU football games
lar executive agencies where, perhaps, it might be wise to
(without advertising the name of
centralize the power of removal in the President. The two the
fraternity on them)
"Treason," "Patriotism," Trai- or "being soft on communism" is,
boards aren't primarily a communication link between stu(2) signs at all basketball tors"-these are the words in the unfortunately. a carryover from , ,dent government and the student body and therefore can't games other than the Christmas air in this age of crisis. Danger- the witch-hunting days of lieous, indeed, are these words, and earthy.
be eonsidered government organs. Rather, both boards are Tournament
To defelld enry self-illterest
when
misused they can well be
(3) balloons at two football
responsible for the dissipation of news pertinent to students
aDd
euerusted poaitiva iJI tile
disastrous
to
our
political
trawhich should be responsible not to student government but games
ditions.
And,
in
the
debate
over
name
Gf love ef - · • COIUllr)',
(4) balloons at two basketball
United
States
policy
in
Viet
Nam,
lVhen
it
.is only the desire to IKeto the student body.
games
these
words
are
hurled
about
with
serve
the
statUs qao « not adait
THIS AMENDMENT will insure a closer adherence to
(5) appeared as Louie the Lobo reckless - and possibly catas- past mistakes-this is 110t patriot•
this ideal by removing board members from the immediate at two football games and at all trophic-abandon.
ism. Dissenters should :aot be reThese words are used in an garded u questionable patriots:
influence of the president. We urge all student senators_ to basketball games
{6) created the paper hoops argument running much as fol- Were not Jell'erson, Adall15 llcnd
vote for it.
which the football players ran lows: those who agitate, demon- Washington voc:al critks Gf the
through
·strate and protest against the colonial status guo! Are Benrs
(7) sponsored a telegram to the gofernment's present policy are David Thoreau and James Russell
unpatriotic; our leaders have LoweJI, critics of the Mexian "tVar
basketball players at BYU
charted
the course to follow, our of 1946, traitors! As Herman
WE ARE PLEASED to see the LOBO Staff-Student
(8) decorated a goalpost at
fighting
men are committed, and Melville remarked shortly after
Council game has attracted enough attention to warrant two football games
those
continuing
protest not the dose Gf the Civil \Var: •"fitere
(9) signs on the fraternity
a challenge from Mesa Vista for an additional game to be
only
lack
patriotism,
but are, in seems no reason lVhY J)atriotis•
played between the combination of our two squads and a house for all football games ·
the words · of Senator Dodd, and 11arrowness should go tostreamers at the basket- "treasonable.''
gether or lVhy intellectual imparteam from the residence hall. Tentatively, however, a.t least ball(10)
games
·
The Constitution of the United tiality should hi!: C!HifllSeil lVith
the LOBO must decline the challenge. When journalists
Furthermore SAE attended all States defines one crime: treason. political trimmin~ w why serviceventure from their typewriters they invite disaster and the athletic functions as a group and Those who so vocally and care- able truth should be kept cloisthe athletic teams as an lessly fling this term around tered because not partisan."
Student Council game may be all we can handle at the supported
integral part of the University. would do well to read the docuThe atmosphere ereated by the
moment.
Certainly these things indicate ment. The United States is not "Careless use of these words is exmore activity on our part than legally at war in Viet Nam, nor tremely dangerous to the demoMr. Neuman acknowledged.
is it acting under the authoricy cratic process. lt is essential to a
We also feet that out of the or auspices of international law free society that an atmosphere
WE ARE SORRY to note the resignation of two of the fourteen judges, the three people or the United Nations, as we did exist where those who wish bl
with SAE-a pinmate, in Korea. Our presence in Viet criticize or dissent may do so
most productive members of Student Council. Last week associated
a Little Sister, and an active Nam is sOlely based on the de- without f¢ar of vilification or t'e-we received word that both Carrol Cagle and Jack Weber member of SAE-clearly could cision and action of the President. crimination. A .society, or a gov•
had resigned their positions as Councilman and NSA Co- not constitute a IUajor.ity of in- That the charge of treason does ernment, that silenees dissent is
one that is nllt democratic, for in
fluence. Sigma Alpha Epsilon not apply here is obvious.
ordinator respectively.
Protestors find themselves la- such an atmosphere one is nfe
does not appreciate an uninThe road to good student government has no end. Be- formed individual making dcroga. beled ,"unpatriotic," This intoler~ only if lte keeps hili mouth 111tut,
sides being a rocky one, the road spirals upwards and up- tory comments with such a fragile ant spirit that goes under the or, if be opens it, does so to agree.
guise of patriotism attempts to
Democ:raey lltNrishes dK!o freereg~rding the character of
wards toward the top of a topless mountain of problems it basis
our members, the UNM Yell silence all criticism and renounce dom of the •illd, nd ht tile recan never reach. Whatever their reasons for quiting we Leaders, and the Chaparrals of all divergence of opinion as the sulting" interplay of iieu eo-.011
next thing to treason. This spirit, ad•aaeeMent. To nca•lt to iaare sorry to see them go because the road will be just thnt the University.
of
equalizing criticism with "sell- toleranc:e alld ftllnllliietl is. iamuch tougher without them.
'
The Men o!
ing the country short" or "under- deed, w stumble ... faU ilato dK!o
-Jim Jansson
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
mining the American way ot' life" abyM of clarbaa.
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Regrettable Incident
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By,VICTOR B. ASHE
to prevent a federal take-over of
PrCllll Service
our educational system.
It wasn't so long ago that the
. Provides Tax Credits
two national parties and publicOne proposal, which has reminded individuals were debating ceived widespread backing from
whether or not the federal·govern- such diverse political pel"iSonaliment had any role to play in de- ties as Senators Abraham Ribiveloping education on any level. coff and John Tower, bas been to·
With the recent passage of fed- provide tax credits for parents.
eral aid to education bills which (or whoever is paying the cola«eet the elementary, secondaey lege expenses) to apply part or
and college levels, that debate has, all of the tuition against the inlike if; or pot, been closed for all come tax liability (the amount
pJaetical purposes.
one owes Uncle Sam) rather than
The issue then becomes a ques- merely against the tax base of
tion of ·bow and in what manner the individual.
the federal government should
As proposed by Republican
most appropriately and effectively members of the House of Repreprovide support for higher educa- . sentatives, who are giving the
tion, and at the same time bow plan its chief impe·tus today, the

Franconia College Invites
Students to Start "Clean"
'11le Collegiate PrCS8 Service
It's not unusual to hear of a
student refused admission to a
co11ege because of his past record. But Franconia College in
New Hampshire is experimenting
with a new admission system
that's designed to let a student
start "clean."
The basis for the system jg that
the student makes the decision
for admission himself.
Franconia, a small liberal arts
college, has invited every third
pel"$0n inquiring about admission
to participate in the experiment.
If he agrees to do so, the student
sends his admissions application
to a neutral consultant from Boston or Brandeis University.
Invited to Visit
The consultant keeps the application completely confidential
and notifies Franconia officials
only if there is an extreme academic or medical problem.
The student is then invited to
visit the school and to, in a small
way, become involved" in the student life. He lives in the dormitories, ia given -ple opJ>ol"tunil;y
to talk to students, and attends

classes that interest him.
Mter this visit, if the stud.ent
feels Franconia is where he wants
to go to college all be does is in.·
form the l!dtool of his decision.
Be will automatical1y be ..ae.
eepted" on the basis of his decision alone it there is room in the
student body.
During the entire process, the
college does not ask the 'Student
to give them any information
about his background, academic
or otherwise, that he does not
want to reveal himself.
Record AlUdynd
Robert G. Greenway, director
of educational research at the
eollege and designer of the study.
said. "By allowing students to
come in 'clean' we hope to try to
break the vicious circle of academic success or failure which
frequently results when students
are judged on the basis of their
past record!'
Periodically, during their stay
at Franconia, the students will
be studied and their academic rec·
ord will be analyzed to determine
the outcome of the study,
Dr. Greenway said he hopes
that these students will feel a
higher obligation to learn and a
more candid relationship with the

'Robin Hood'

school than if they had been admitted in the conventional way.
Defintld Goals
Those who might normally have
expected to have been weighted
down by their high school record
can now optimistically look to the
next four years, Greenway s~>id.
He said it is debatable whether
the study will be a success but
called it "an interesting and openminded appro11ch.''
Greenway predicted that the
study would pl"ove students who
have defined their goals more
carefully after an earlier failure
can succeed in college and go on
to successful careers in graduate
schools. He points out it will be
sometime before any conclusions
can be dr&wn.

Phi Mu Initiates
Observe Founding
Mary Miller, Phi Mu president,
announced that all initiates and

pledges of the newest sorority at
UNM observed their first Found·
ers Day, along with local alumnae,
Saturday, March 5, at Wyatt's,
Coronado Center. A luncheon was
scheduled for 12:30, followed by
a ceremony marking Phi Mtt's
114th birthday at 1:30 p.m.
Phi Mu, second oldest national
sorority in the United States, was
organized at Wesleyan College,
Macon, Ga., in 1952. Since then
it bas grown to number over 90
collegiate chapters, nearly 200
alumnae groups and !lome 40,000
memberS in all.
These Phi . Mus participate in
such philanthropic projects as:
hospital toy carts, International
Study Grant programs, scholarship funds, and the newest, S.S.
Hope, hospital ship that carries
medical supplies to countries
around the world. Since the Hope
set out in 1960, it has visited
Indonesia, Vietnam, Peru, Ecuador, Guinea and Nicaragua.

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

maximum tax credit for the tui- incoine of $4,000 or less.
tion, fee, bpoks, and supplies for
Credits are a feasible 11nd eff.eceach individual would be $325. tive way for the federal govern~
The mathematics of the formula ment to provide tangi.ble assistwork a~; follows: no credit would ance to higher education. Tax
be allowed for expens~s over . credits for tuition, undel" schedules
$1,500, · but 75, p~:~r cept of the . outli!J.ed here, would on the averfirst $200,, · 25 J>er :c~nt · of . th~:~ age wipe out about thr~e.fourths
next $300, and 10 }ler cent of: }he of the tuition costs of'stude11ts at
remainder up to $1,500 could be , public UJl.iversities and about onecre<Uted.
,
·
' thifd of the faas at institutions
under private control. With few
Credits Not New
Tax credits are not new. Busi- exceptions, maximum benefit goes
nesses receive them and have · to those who need it the most,
profited. Tax credits clearly would consistent with the concept of a
not involve the federal govern- non-interlering federal government too greatly in our educa- ment.
tional system. The church-state
THE BOB DYLAN· SHOW
issue would be constitutionally
Ia PLANTE GALLERY
skirted until the courts have a
Civic Auditorium
Unusual Things From
chance to decide it.
SAT,•.MARCH 19, ,8:30 P.M.
Most federal programs today
Advance Tid<ets: $4, .$3.50,. $31 $2.50
are largely geal"ed to speciali11ed
R~cord Rende~v11us (Wh1fodc)
fields - school construction, re3009 Central NE
Riedling Music (Downtown)
search projects, grants-in-aid,
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER
and the like. In fact, over 90 per
cenf of the research funds go to
five-per cent of the institutions of
higher education. Help for the
vast majority of students whose
means PITCHERS of BEER
families are in the middle or
lower income brackets has not
with pretzels . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 55c
been forthcoming,
3;30 p.m. 'til 5:00 p.m.
Tutitions Soar
Yet it is the middle and lower
income groups that are hardest hit
JOIN OUR STEIN CLUB
by the spiraling costs of higher
education. These costs Ol" tuitions
will continue to soar, Average
Ron & Roy's
tuition and fees amount to $222
1720 CENTRAL SE
for public institutions. By 1975,
it will be $48() and by 1980, $760.
Private school tuition and fees today average $831; by 1975, it will
be $11355 and by 1980, $1,815.
Tax credits, along the modest
lines outlined here1 will not furnish the full answer to these increasing costs, but they provide
SINO£ 1887
a solid start. B;v placing a limit
WORLD'S, FIRST & FASTEST
on the amount of tax credit the
MODIL YL•I
.rich would not benefit unfairly.
Statistics Non-Existent
The major criticism of this ap·
preach has been that tax credits
give no relief to students, parents
or those with no taxable income.
Actually no government statistics
exist on the number of college
students and families who pay no
· federal income tax, but it is
probably very small. A recent
survey at the University of Cali~
fornia found that only five per
cent of the parents reported an
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TG I F Time Every Friday

OKIE JOE'S

'

YAMAHA

TWIN .JETlOO

UNIVERSITY
OF

ALBU9UER9UE.

FILM FESTIVAL

IESA GYI

.,'

MAR. 11·12-13
7:30PM

BOBBY J'S

Adm. $1.00
Introduction & Discussion by
Anthony Schillod
Chicago Center for Film Studies

MOTORCYCLE
6316 DOMINGO RD., NE

SALES
PHONE 255·0237

Whars Showing?
Although he is no newcomer to Hollywood, his
name having graced some
of its most successful offerings. George
Axelrod, best known
perhaps for his
recent Jack Lem-·
mon-Virni .Lisi
hilarity

SHE
LIKES
YOU
INA

TUX!

The dAdventures of Robin
Hood.'' will be tbe next film shown
in the current filtn classics series
Friday, March 11. It will be shown
at '1:30 and 9:30 p.m. in the
Union Theater. Admission will be
cltarged at the door.
DISCOUNTS TO UNM
stuDENTS & FACUL1Y

6.50

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers

ENTIRE
OUTFIT
$10

Expert on Swiss and

Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Suspender&, Handkerchief, Studs, CuffUnks, Tie and Boutonhlere,

s·
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Education Aid Is Acceptable

Colle~te

Ainerican Watches
WATCHES- GIFTS
·DIAMONDS

'

'

.

FIRST' ANb GOLI) ... IUA~ "247..c347

ttHow to
r Your
1
1
Wife ' emerges as a
film director for
the first time in
his "Lord Love a
Duck;" spry, sophisticated new comedy of teenagers,
adults, school,
psychiatry, hypno.tism .... the works.
The film is now showing at
Cinema East through United Artists
release.
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LISTEN TO KNMD.

Chewing Gum Fascinating to Russians
(Ediltor's note: This is the
second of a series of articles.
By ANNE LEHNHAUSEN
Chewing gum may be the answer for breaking down the Iron
Curtain,
Mrs. James Gay, 2810 Ridgecrest SE, who recently returned
from Russia, says that what t>he
remembers most was that the
Russians, especially the children,
always asked for chewing gum.
Gum isn't produced in Russia, but
remains a constant fascination to
the people.
Russians are like peopll! everywhere with . co~p~r~ble mppds
and reactions;-· said Mrs. l'a\l~ine
Kiska of El Paso. She also recently returned from the Soviet
Union, where she vias studying
Russian.
.
"In general, they are fl'iendly
to foreigners. The government
pursues a hard line towards
Americans, but the people like
us.'' Mrs. Kiska said that the
older ones say, "thank you, thank
you" for the food Americans gave
Russia during World W,ar II,
The Pel!Pl~·gify~y Jlbspitable,
said Mrsfl Ftieda''Shain, Fountain
Plaza Apts., El Paso. She Jived
in Rissian for 1* years. "They
would give you their last piece
of bread if they could.''
How do the Russians feel about
American tourists?
"They like Americans even
though they realize we are
wealthier than they are/' said
Mrs. Shain. Since 1955, when a
ban on tourists was abolished,
the number of visiton has greatly
increased, she said.
The Russians don't hate Americans, said Miss Jo Wierzbowska,
who returned from Russia with
Mrs. Kiska. "They are at times
suspicious but they do not resent us," she said. "They are able
to differentiate between individuals and this thing called a government!'
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also returned from a Russian
children in VietNam?
2-Why do we treat Negroes study with Mrs. Kiska.
In an article in Reader's Diso badly in this country?
3-Why do we have unemploy- gest, Nate White says; "The
visitor to the Soviet Union bement?
..
4-What is the stapdard of comes a pri!;;oner of the Intourist.
Fle is controlh,ld, directed to, deJiving o£ the averagE! American~
ceived, lied .to, a11d subjected to
s:--Why is education so ·co:;;tly?
6-Why does our g~v.erilllle;nt propaganda · -·· all in the guise
of tourism."
."want war" with Russia·?' · ·
Mrs. Shain · says: she' ·believes
7-Why does our government
White took ·an opinion of a few
let us visit other countries?
Mrs. Lyda Rochmis, White people. White said that a tourist
Plains, N. Y., said that a question was refused a private bath to
she heard several times was pa- which he was entitled. "In my
thetically touching: "How are we stay I had a private bath and a
doing?" they'd ask, "how does our suite of · rooms with a grand
piano," said Mrs. Shain. "I did·not
life compare with yours?"
hear
a guest in the hotel comMrs. Rochmis was another
plain
of anything, other than the
teacher who went to Russia on the
or the slow service in
plumbing
same tour with Mrs. Kiska.
Mrs. Kiska said that the people the resaurants.''
loved Kennedy. "Tears come to
"It is true that there are tourist
their eyes when they talk about restrictions on taking photohow good be was to them. They graphs," said Mrs. Gay. She said
wouldn't believe that Oswald's that construction sites, some government buildings, and the sluin11
'lvift was a Russian."
"One poster I remember see- are forbidden teJ'ritory.
ing,'' said Mrs. Gay, "was that of
Mrs. Rochmis said that her
a huge police dog leaping on a traveling party was told before it
poor helpless Negro." This propa- left the United States that its
ganda symbolizes the ide aof jus- members were guests of the
tice crushing one of its under- Soviet Union. "I regret that the
privileged. class. "I found the Russians had to see the American
Russians to be very interested in
the rest of the world," Mrs. Gay
Ia PLANTE GALLERY
said.
Fun Things From
"The Russians feel that it is
the American govemment that
wants war with them but not the
3009 Central NE
individual American who comes
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER
to the · Soviet Union,'' said Mrs.
Alice Wilen, Bronx, N. Y., who
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tourist dissatisfied with little
things, ot· with things they knew
of in advance," she said.
The truth seems to be that
Americans have propaganda misconceptions of Russia.

.
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COVERED WAGON
SEE INDIANS MAKE
tURQUOISE JEWELRY

OLD TOWN

ON

GAS
HIGHEST OCTANE AVAILABLE

Your Eyes Deserve
RAY
• BAN Sun Glasses
•

OPTICALLY CORRECT LENSES
JUST EAST OF THE CAMPUS
AT THE TRIANGLE

(

What kind of ctUeBtions do the

Campus Briefs
An Albuquerque co-ed has been
named "Ideal Phi Mu," by that
newly organized sorority.
She is sophomore Pamela Hepplewhite, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Hepplewhite 1417
California NE. Pamela is 'a biology major and she served as Phi
Mu colony president until the
sorority's UNM chapter was established.
•

Works of two persons affiliated
with UNM are included in the
craftsmen '88, U.S.A. show currently on exhibit in the Los Angeles County Museum of Art.
They are Douglas Hautola a
graduate assistant, and E~za
Quargnalli (khar-na1ley), who
teaches a Community College
course in textile design.

•
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Islamic Society

The Ialande Sfleiety wiJI meet at
7:30 Friday night, March 11, in
the Union lobby. Important plans
for future lec!~s .on Is1a'!li~ phi~ 1 IO!.ophy will lie biade. · t · • · · ·

FAYETTEVILLE, N. C, (CPS)
-.A student strike at Fayetteville State Teachers College was
termed ''98 pe:r cent effective" by
student body president George
Langford.
·
The strike from classes, held to
support more student participation in policy formation was held
Feb. 23 and 24. Students returned
to classes on Feb. 25.
Langford said that out of a student body of about 1,200 only two
students went to class. "These
were a c11.se of off-campus .students who did not know of the
strike.';
Met With Fac11lty
A student committee then met
with the college president, Dr.
Rudolplt Jones, and members of
the administration. At that time,
Langford said, "Many social privileges were review and the administration proved ready to involve
us in policy making." Future
meetings will be bi-weekly.
~Some of the student gains include:
-A rule regarding the compulsory attendance at Vespers and
was
religious
convocations
dropped.
-The library is to be opened on
Sundays from 2 to 5 p.m.
-No quality points are to be
deducted for overeuts.
-The extra responsibilities of
the coaching staff (which include
coaching three sports, membership in a dorm council and teaching) will be lessened.
-A percentage of profits from
vending machines will be used for
an athletic scholarship. This is
expected to amount to $1,500$2,000.
Grounds Kept Up
-The grounds of the college
will be propertly cleaned and
eared for.
Langford said that Dr. Jones
was sympathetic to the strike and
definitely did not resent it. He
"hated to have it happen, but he
felt the rcs1,1lts would be laud•
able.''
.
The strike came from student
dissatisfaction with the campus
situation. There had been previous faculty - student • administration meetings, result only in
"promises and j:ompromises,"
Langford noted.
Want Respect
Along with a role in policy information, Langford said the students wanted respect and more responsibility from the total faculty
and administration.
Some of the faculty were repo:r;ted hostile to the strike but
"most expressed willingness and
a new awareness after it was
over," Langford noted.
Administrators had expressed
the opinion that the strike was
"unnecessary,"
Langford was primarily responsible for organizing and staging
the 11trike. He said he though he
would have trouble communicating V{ith the students but it never
occurred and the "students were
all ready to participate."

The following positions are
open in student government. Applications can be obtained from
the Student Body president's of•
fice or from the committee table
in the activities center in the
Union.
Faeulty EvAluation committee:
Seven students to serve on a joint
committee to choose the outstanding pro~essor of the year for
award. One freshman, two sopho•
morel!, two juniors and one senior,
and one graduate.
Foreign Student committee:
Student chainnan.
Student Court: One associate
justice of at least junior classifi·
cation.
Publications Boatd: One member,
'WI!stem Collegiate Association:
Unlimited number of participants.

'

Always hold matches till cold
Be sure to drown all fires
Crush all smokes dead out

Only you can prevent forest :fir.es. ~·:.,:
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Faculty Involved ,

.

Positions Available·
For UNM Students

The Student Chapter of the
American Pharmaceutical Association is _sponsoring a lecture
and film tonight at 8 o'clock in
the Che~istry Building Room 101.
Speakmg will be Charles Soltis
president of Envirco, Inc., of Al~
buquerque. Soltis will discuss the
bio-clean process his :firm deals
with. The lecture is open to the
public.
The night after Colonel Powers'
· lecture a former communist
writer, Douglas Hyde, will lee•
ture under the auspices of the
Newman Forum.
Hyde, who once was editor of
the London Daily Worker, will
discuss Viet Nam. Newman
lectures are open to the public
at no charge.

'

Teacher'
s Strike
..
Coiled Effective

.

HORN OIL CO.

SAVE

I )

Thiar~·ar, March 10, 1966

jl.fn ..,.l- .1Q 'lftft"'

'li.-.a....,., u... - -..... t. '
. The questions ltardly ever
d1qer, They want to know:
1-Why are we killing little

•
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Free Speaking Incidents
Touch Off Campu~ l-lasst~
CHICAGO (CPS) -. 'l'he student government at the Chicago
Circle of the University Jf Illinois
is in touch with the American
Civil Liberties Union in hopes of
gaining a court injunction barring the university from the en~
forcement of the Clabaugh Act..
The act provides that "n~ trustee, official, instructor, or other
employee of the University of
Illinois· shall extend to a subversive, seditious, or un-American organization or to its representatives, the use of facilities of the
university for the purpose ()f
carrying on, advertising, or publicizing the activities of such organization."
Faculty Is Sponsoring
The decision to seek an injunction springs from an incident in
mid-February which :reopened the
question of free speech on the
campus. At that time, a non-cllmpus group representing the Chicago Anti-Draft Society and the
Women Strike for Peace distributed handbills in the student center
at Chicago Circle advocating the
U.S. withdrawal from the war in
VietNam.
A number of faculty members
sympathetic to the groups were
informed of their plans and acted
as an informal sponsoring group.
Alan McConnell, an assistant professor of mathematics and one of
the professors, called the question
"a matter of free speech and the
American Constitution."
Called Trespassing
Shortly after the group began
handing out materials, Harold
Bailey, the assistant to the vice
president, appeared with the university's legal counsel. He read a
prepared statement saying he was
custodian of the building and
ordered the people to disperse
since they were 'trespassing."
Bailey invoked the Clabaugh
Act a"Dd a section of the Genera\
Rules of the University which
states that the use of "university
premises by an individual or or•
ganization for any purpose other
than in connection with the regular education or research programs of the university is not
permitted except with the approval of appropriate university
authol'ity."
Andrew Dolan, president of the
student government said he has
tried various methods of compromise since the incident including
talking directly with university

303 ASH NE
DIAL 243·2881

880 on Campus Dial

officials·. Oolair said be 'now hoped
tha~ the: ACLU could get a~ 'i'njunction · since no other 111ethod
seems to have work11d.
·

Take RAY CRAMER, Jr.
for instance •.•
A 1959 University of New Mexico graduate, Ray Cramer •
joined the Connecticut Mutual a few years ago. He is now a
successful agl;!nt and an active member of his community.
Ray serves his community by serving the needs of his
clients with experience and ability founded on a genuinely
professional attitude. He serves his community through active
participation in its affairs.
Ray was appointed to the Connecticut Mutual's Honor Corps
in 1963. He won admission to the President's Club in 1964.
Ray Cramer is a good man to know. He's a fine
insurance agent.

'

....

:: ,

If an active role in your community's life appeals to you, if
you're looking for Cl career as a genuine professional, and if
you feel you merit a better than average income, the
Connecticut Mutual offers you the advantages that
Ray has taken.
The Connecticut Mutual is 119 years old. Its 580,000
policyholder-members are insured for mo.re than $6 billion.
Rapid growth generates unusual opportunities for
Connecticut Mutual men.
In Albuquerque, The Connecticut Mutual's office is
headed by:
Timothy B. Ingwersen, C.L.U
General Agent
243-3796
Bank of New Mexico Bldg., Downtown

INTERVIEWS: BEGINNING
9 A.M. THURSDAY, MARCH 10

AT UNM PLACEMENT BUREAU

Connecticut Mutual Life
INSURANCE COMPANY • HARTFORD

It frugs, fishes, cha cha's,

bossa nova's, monkeys,
merengues, even twists
without a wrinkle.

An Arrow Decton will look
just as fresh on the last
dance as it did on the first.
Decton is Arrow's blend of
65% Dacron and 35%
cotton that frustrates
wrinkles. A wash-and-wear
that needs only a little
touching up. Available in
solid or stripe styles.
Neat tabber snap collar
(as shown) or classic
button down. $6.95.
Bold New Breed by

---ARROW.--

DEDICATED to service to the
University student· body, administrators, alumni, faculty
and staff.

ORGANIZATIONS ~ plan your
parties and meetings with us.
Complete facilities. for ban·
quets, dances, lectures, conferences and group meetings.

J

THE LOW COST will be a
pleasant surprise.

YOU CAN EAT at the COL·
lEGE INN for $60 a month.
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Chambers Nabs Scoring. Title

f
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Jerry Chambers, Utah, topped
23 W esterll Conference basketbaU
players whG scored an average of
more than ten points per game
during the season,
Playing in 27 games, the 6·4
Redskin forward scored 27.7
points per game, also led playel'S
in rebounds (11.3) and field goal
percentages ,.569), and was fourth
in :fxee throw percentages ( .816).
Bob Spahn, Arizona, sank 73 of
85 charity tosses to win th!l free
throw honors with a percentage
of ,871.
Six players averaged more than
20 points pet• game. Dick N e.

Lobo Tennis Men
To Ploy in Texas
Fresh from a 5~1 opening win
over New Mexico State University, the UNM tennis team opens
a four match swing through Texas
Thursday, March 10, when the
Lobos mect the University of
Texas.
Friday the Lobo netters will
meet Texas Christian University
in Fort Worth followed by a Saturday match with Southern Meth·
odist University in Dallas and a
:Monday match with Trinity Uni·
versity in San Antonio.
Coach Joe Ferguson expects
better depth this season although
the Lobos m·e :facing the toughest
slate in years. T<lp returning vet·
erans are Steve Foster, Jeff Quinn
and Ted Russell. Foster was the
number one singles player last
season and the duo of Foster and
Quinn are ranked 15th in the nation in doubles by the USLTA.
Both toured the eastern grass cir·
cuit last summer.
Russell was the Southwest's
number one sophomore and should
be improved as a junior. He has
a win over Herb Fitzgibben, number 14. U.S. singles player, last
summer at Southampton.
(

Nemelko Nomed
In Look Mogozine
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Individual Scoring

Ch~mbe~s. Utah
Nemell<a1 BYU

Lewis, .a.SU
Clark, Wyo.

Daniel~, NM

FG F'l' Reb. PtB. Avg.

288
221
209
221
191
212
156
166
154
135

173 304 749
100 109 5~2
173 163 591
140 292 582
107 238 489
107 261 531
95 107 396
113 220 443
121 186 429
70 73 340
73 76 373
· 38 59 860
74 144 349
70 231 828
103 72 339
68 170 300
56 !72 293
63 175 309
60 188 280
35 159 291
33 107 237
29 ISS 279
55 186 263

27.1
24,6
22.7
22.4
21.3
21.2
18.0
17.8
16.6
16.2
14,3
18,8

Sherman, Wyo.
Kramer, BYU
Hamilton. ASU
:Pickett, UA
CoMdQn, BYU
Spntm1 UA
no
Eberle, Wyo.
161
Fox, UA
138
13.4
129
lS.J.
Fisher, Utal>
'l'nte, Ut1>h.
118
13.0
Morgan, NM
116
12,6
Monroe, NM
134
12.2
Myers, ASU
123
!1.9
Patterson, NM
110
11.7
Jnc!<Son, Utah
128
10.8
Roberts, BYU
102
10.8
MacKay, Utah
125
10.3
Hansen, UA
104
W·.l
Field Goal Percentage Leaders (num·
mum 150 FGA)-Chambers .569, Nemellta
.526, Roberts .520, Myers .515, Sherman
.510, Kramer .506, l'ickett .494, MacKay
,486, Lewis .481, Jackson .478,
Free Throw Perce!lta~:e Leaders (mini·
mum 75 FGA)-Spahn .871, Lewis .820,
Hamilton .819, Chambers ,816, Nemelka
.758, Kramer .748, Fox ,747, Pickett .742,
Daniela .738, Con~:don /138.
Rebound Leaden> Chambers u.s,
Clark 11.2, Raymond (BYU) 10.5, Sher·
man 1!l.44, Daniels 10.4, Fisher 9.2, Ham•
i\!on 8,5, About (UA) 8.4, Eakins (BVU)
8,1, Lange (ASU) 7,9.

melka, Brigham Y<lUng, finished
second (24.6), followed by Fred.
die Lewis, Arizona State (22.7),
Leon Clarl~, Wyoming (22.4), Mel
Daniels, New Mexico (21.3), and
Dick Sherman, Wyoming (21.2).
Clark, last ytlar's r(lbounding
ch11mpion, barely missed a repeat
performance. His 11.2 average
was only .07 of a point behind
Ch11mbers.
Five players hit more than half
their shots from the field. Behind
Chambers were Nemelka .525;
Neil Roberts, Brigham Young
(.520), John Myers, Arizona State
(,515); and Sherman (.510).

Utes Lead Final
WAC Stotistics
The Utah Redskins, basketball
champions of the Western Athlctic Conference, averaged 98.0 .
points per game during theil• 27·
game season, to lead conference
teams ill scoring.
Brigham Young (97.0) was sec·
ond, and Wyoming was third
(91.0), The Redskins, Cougars and
Cowboys all ranks among the nation's best scoring teams.
New Mexico held 24 opponents
to an average of 68.5 points per
game, to post the best defensive
1·ecord among Western Athletic
Conference teams. Arizona was
second, with 71.8. The Lobos rank
among the nation's best 25 de·
fensive teams.
Utah beat conference teams in
rebounding with a percentage of
.546 and in field goal percentages
(,504) ; and was second in free
throw percentages.
Arizona commtted the fewest
fouls - 18.3 per game- and had
the best :free-throwing percentagc
(.737).
Team Offcnse
TEAM
Utah
BYU
Wyoming

G FG

27
22
26
24
26
26

1049
851
939
695
77(}
736

FT ll.eb. Pts. Avg.
548
433
488
465
463
458

1513 2646 98.0
1203 2135 97.0
1427 2366 9LO
1133 1855 77.3
1249 2003 77.(}
1171 1930 74.2

Frosh Linksman
Tokes Icy Plunge
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
He got cold feet.
With the New Mexico freshman
golf team on its way to winning
the New Mexico Intercollegiate
Golf Tournament Dave Aston led
the way, in spirit, after his effort
on the 5th hole at the New Mcx·
ico Tech golf course.
His drive was nothi.ng unusual
but be pushed his second :;;hot
onto the lake-that's right, onto,
not into. His ball landed on the
iced up portion of the lake.
Off came the shoes and sox and
up went the pant legs. He then
broke the icc from the shore all
the way to his ball and standing
in over a knee-high depth of
freezing water hit his approach
shot a little under five feet from
the pin. And then missed the
putt.
When varsity coach Dick Me·
Guire asked him how hc could
miss a putt that short after .such
a great xecovery shot. He replied,
"I got cold feet, coach."
The above is coach McGuire's
version of the story.
Hel'e'a how the freshmen pl'efer
to tell it. "Fh·st oft' Dave played
his drive down the No. 4 fairway
intentionally. But then he about
half shanked his second .shPt onto
the lake.
"As he waded out into the
water he broke all the ice around
the hole so that his ball was sit·
ting on an island. After the ball
had almost rolled off the ice sev·
eral times it finally rolled back
to its original position.
"But by now the ball was be·
ginning to sink into the melting
ice and he hit it just bcfore it fell
through into the water. That's not
all, though.
"To boot, he hit thc ball under
a b1·idge to the green to leave
a fivc foot putt.''

NEW YORK, :March 7'-Brig- UNM
St.
ham Young's Dick Nemelka has Ariz.
ArizOna
been named to Look Magazine's
Tcam Defense
TEAM
G FG FT ll.eb. Pts. Avg.
lO-man All America team, picked UNM
24 591 462
948 1644 68.5
by the United States Basketball Arizona
26 723 422 1157 1868 11.8
Utah
27 851 454 1241 2156 79.5
Writers Association.
Ariz. St.
26 805 477 1234 2087 80.3
The selections, made by the Wyoming 26 791 M6 1208 2128 81.8
22 732 3S7 1108 1S51 84.1
writers' nine·tnan awards com· BYU
Rebounding Averages-Utah 56.0 Wyomittee representing the eight ming 54.9, Brlgha mYoung 54.7, Arizona
49.6, New Mexico 47.2, Ariwn!\ 45.0.
NCAA districts, were announced State
Rebounding PeTc~ntages-Utah .546, New
recently in Look.
!\lexica .544, Wyoming .542 Brigham
,521 ,Arizona State .5032, Arizona
Others named to the 10-man Young
.5031.
All America team were: Dave
Pen<>nal Foula-Arimna 18,3, Utah 19.0,
Brigham Young 19.5, New 1\lexico 19.7,
Bing, Syracuse; Clyde Lee, Van- Arizona
State 205, Wyoming 216
derbilt; Jack Marin, Duke; Pat
Riley, Kentucky; Cazzie Russell,
Michigan; David Schellhase, Pur·
due; Dick'Snyder, Davidson; Jim
Walker, P1·ovidence, ,1!11)-d. "Wa1ter
Wesley, Kansas.
·
Russell and Lee are repeaters
from last year's team. Russell,
who won All America honors for
the third time, was described in
Look as "the collegiate player
most pantingly wanted by the
pros.''
Nemelka, smallest of the 1966
All Americans and a near 57 per CLASStFlEO Al>VERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., S5c-4 times, $2.00. ln~~rtions
cent shooter, !'r~~ularlr throttles must
he submitted by noon on day heforc
the enemy's leadmg scorer. and publication to Room 159, Student Publica•
leads the- Cougars in snitching tions Building. Phone 277·4002 or 277·4102.
FOR SALE
basketballs :f1•om opponents," de1963
YAMAHA
motorcycle; 80 cc.
clared the magazine.
Dale Sonnenberg at 277·2121. After 6
Utah's Jerry Chambers, New
p.m. call 242·82.40, 3/10, 11.
Mexico's Mel Daniels, Arizona GOOD used furniture. n:;'ad.:.7e"'b:-y-.-=n-rexe--:1-;-:1
suite, 1 _dining .room sulteJ onl!
State's Freddie Lewis and Colo· · bedroom
small cabinet. Call R. D. Norman: office, ,.
:rado State's Lonnie Wright were
277·$205 or hom.,, 256-6577. 2/23·3/10.
voted NCAA All District 'i honors
FOR RENT
along with Nemelka.
ADOBE house, 1621 Bayitll Lane NW, 1

can
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Guitarist to Appear

t.

:6

The Sabicas1 Spain's Gypsy son
and king <lf the Spanish guitar
will appear at UNM Friday
March 18 at 8:15 p.m. in the
Union balltoom. Student admis·
sion is by activity card. Single
admission is $1.50.

t:

d

lr

a

.
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bedroom, fireplace, completely furnished.
Beautiful location, private tond, Avail·
abl~ now $85. Inquire 344-1266, Mrs.
SymmC;!!. 3/7, 9, 10,
SJ'i:R.VICES
TYPEWRiTER sales & .repair. Special
. rnbls to UNM students on all maehines.
Ftee pickup & deliveey. E & E 'l';rpewrlter Service. 2217 Coal SE, pMne :!43·
0588.
PERSONALIZED and creatltte alteratioM
and \'est:Yiing. Sewing and mending. Mrs.
Hover, 207 Stanford .SE (close to Uni·
vers!t;r), phone 242-7533.
PERSONALS
!fLYING ~tudontl! ~beck out neW loWer
ttlbls. Ask tlbout the $5.00 introductor)l
oft'er. Many additional fentutC;!! at no
extra cost. Call Southwcotetn Skyways,
Coronado Airport, 344•1653. 3/9, 10, 11,
14•
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Golfers Are Preparing
For Upcoming Contests
By NOOLEY ltEINHEARDT
Lobo Golf Writer
UNM gGlf fans say New Mex·
ico golf teams hit thc links for
the first time this season - the
outcome was surprising to most,
but disappointing only to the
varsity.
In thc Ncw Mexico Intercollegiate Golf Tournament at the
New Mexico Tech cGurl!e in So·
corro Dwaine Knight fired a two·
under·par 70 for the final 18

Constitution Is Ok'd
By Resident Council
The proposed constitution for
the UNM has been endorsed by
the City Residents' Council.
CRC believes that the proposed
constitution ·reflects the overall
wishes of the Associated Students
and will help to unite the student
body.
In . a letter of endorsement,
N ooley Reinheardt, Council chairman, states, "We :feel it is vital
for all of the so-called factions
on campus to work together as
one unit to provide a campus of
this size and responsibility ade·
quate and qualified representa·
tion.''
In that it is primarily a 1·epre·
sentative organ for city students,
CRC recommends the passage of
the constitution and urges both
city residents and on-campus stu·
dents to work vigorously for its
passage.

holes to pace a tresbman upset
victory of the Lobo varsity and
New Mexic() State.
The freshmen jumJI(ld to an
early lead after the first 27 holcs
and only they felt thcy couldn't
be beat from then on.
The bright spot of the tournament was a first and second place
t!>howing by .Ralph Coker and
Jerry Mi.ndell. Knight finish in
third place.
Coker, the Western Athletic
Conference champion, won his
second straight New Mexico Intercollegiate tournament by d!!feating teammate Jerry Mindell
on thc second hole of a s11ddcn
death playoff.
Knight's 70 was the on)y
under·par showing in the twoday, 54 hole, wind blown tourncy.
He fired a 37·ll3 to also capture
the honors for the lowest ninc
hole scor(l in the cvcnt.
The freshmen won the titlc with
182 over.par \!36 four man team.
score. The Lobo varsity, after
trailing in third place after the
first 27 holes, caught New :Mcxico
tSate thc second day as they tied
for second place with scores of
946. New Mexico Military Insti~
tute finish at 1,004 and Western
New Mexico University at 1,046.

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 Central E., Albuquerque, New Mexico
Phone 2~2-0076

Your Tuar::o Star D~N~Ier

SDS Meeting

lo PLANTE GAllERY
Different Things from

The scheduled Students for a
Democratic
Society
meeting,
Thursday evening, March 10, has
been postponed to next Thursday,
March 17, at which time the In·
ternational Days of Protest will
be discussed.

h.i.sl;

MEXICO
3009 Central NE
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO tMEAlER
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Next Film Is
fit~ a~ i~p~rie~ce,
pa~:

Th!r:r:at
is
fil s i av~ een rea Ive Y ew
n n t e
twii decades
hiw: be you c~nsi er ow many
th d t~n ~a. e~ that have We~ere
e 1me . ecome. what 1s
~;~~rally· kno.wn as cla~:;stcs, One
markosi~ cli::~~Cil C!lhe out o.f Den.
d t (Th•
wJt the title of
0 r e.
. e wor ) ·
Thtrd m the THUNDlJJRBIRD
series of movies this semester,
Ordet will be shown at Don.
Pancho's A t Th te
t
d
. r
ea r a 2· an
4 p.m. this Sunday.

(~

EW
Vol. 69

~onsiclered ·an 'Experien~e'
onlt

Superstitio~s Wo~ld
~

.ls A
C!lrl Dreyer, certamly mther a
gem us or fool, to even attempt
such a subJect, bas been called a
true fihnf!J~ker's _filmm~ker. To
quote a cl'ltic of hts movies, "The
worl?· of Cllrl J?reye: is a met~·
physiC_ai ;'Yord IDVI'\rmbly set m
the tJappmg$ of a former age
a~d people~ by Vaf!Jpires and
Witches; deVIls and samts and by
th!iJ superstitious '?ho believe in
the;n and by the rational who deny
then· powe1•s, ri<!icule them, often
torment them and even help
create them.''

But· it is in these supposedly
strange types of people that the
ave_1·age movie _goer can see· the
tratts of ·man kind.
Is Personal Film
And "Ordet" is the genius of
D1·eyer at its height.' It has been
called Dr~yer:s most personal film
~one wlpch 1s as human as Jove.
The plot plays. thr?ugh to its
:fantastic concluswn m a small
farmi~g. village. :Vhich is divided
by rehgwus fact1on. on one side
is · a rigid yet joyous brand of
Protestantism and on the other
side a stern conviction that the

pleasures of earthly existence to
be entirely sinful. Through the
bitter and often humorously de·
picted bickering, the basic con·
ccrns of all religious faith is lost.
Has Many Variation$
Accm•ding to one c1•itie "the film
is ?P~n to va1·iou_s i_nte1·pretations,
prmCipally that 1t Is an ingenious
allego1·y on the death apd resur~
l'ection of Christ with the two
natures of Christ-the physical
and the spiritual-intriguingly
represented by two different
characters.
"Sight and Sound"- said, "Drcy~

~because
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Sena1:~~pproves
New Constitution
By CHUCK NOLAND
Lobq Staff Writer
A block of 61 amendments to
the proposed Associated Students
cPnstitution was approved by Student Senate Thursday aftet·noon
in the Unitn.
The amendments, recommended
by Student Affah·s Committee,
were introduced by Senator Neta
Cotster of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
They contained grammatical corrections designed to clarify unspecific passages in the constitu·
tion as originally 'Vl'itten. Some
changes other than grammatical
were included, but these were of
minor nature and changed the
form of the constitution very lit·
tie. The constitution as amended
will go to the student body fol'
approval next week.
If it is ratified by the students
it will have to be approved by the
faculty, the administration, and
the board of regents,. in that
order. If it is approved by all
groups it will go into effect for
the student body elections this
spring.
Council Reimbursed
An allocation of $500 to reim·
burse Student Council for its in·
vestment in the Rockefeller
Foundation's United Student Aid
Loan Fund program was also ap·
proved. The program, adminis·
tered by the Student Aids office,
provides low-interest bank loans
to needy students.
Two resolutions concerning the
parking situation on campus were
introduced by Senators Gary
Rowen and William Marshall o:f
Wardroom Society. One was are·
quest for the administration to
•

'O~det' sb~cks

ei-'s
you cpme tp know its ten peo le
so intimately. Again he has u:ed
the close·up as a master and again
you have the force behind the
camera that oom els ou to the
bitter end, into ~he ~carts and
minds of the characters."
"Ordet" which is subtitled ''A
Legend for Today" and taken
f.
1 b K • M k
rom ~ Pay . Y aJ
un .' won
thc Gmn~ Pnzc as B!lst F1lm of
the Vemce
•a.J.I"""'m!l7:-~
are 75
ce

Two Alternatives
In Viet Nom War
States Condidote

include permanent parking facilitie:> in its long range plans, and
the other would ask the campus
By ANNE LEHNliA liSEN
police to survey the apparent sur·
LOBO Stalf Writer
plus of faculty parking spaces
The
"shadowy''
position of the
and to I'cdesignate some of them
U.S.
in
the
Viet
Nam
War was
as student parking areas "if it
discussed
by
Schuble
C.
Cook, Reseems feasible.
publican
Candidate
to
Congress,
WCA Ratification ProiJOsed
in a speech tp the Young Repub·
A bill was introduced to ratify
Jicans last night.
the constitution of the newlyCook is opposing Tom Morris
formed Western Collegiate Assofor
the Rouse of Representatives
ciation, a coo_rdinating body for
position.
member schools of the Western
"U.S. power has halted in Viet
Athletic Conferencc. If the bill
Nam
but it has not turned," said
is passed, it will include senate
Cook.
He does not feel that the
approval for UNM to join the
present peace negotiations make
association.
any sense.
Also proposed was a. xequest
Cook said that there are two
for an allocation of funds by Stu·
alternatives in ending the war in
dent Council to the Data ProcessVlet N~ Tho> "U.s. conld eitb.e'l"
ing Center. The funds would ~n- ·
run out and leave the South Viet;;.
able the center to print an addinamese to the Communists or the
tiPn, which would include address
U.S. . could }ounch war agaimt
and telephone number changes
North VietNam. This would even·
from the first semester, to the
tuaJly lead to war with Commustudent directory after thc start
nist Russia and Cbina.
of the second semester.
"We do not want either one of
Appointments Approved
these alternatives," said Cook. He
Several presidential appoint·
said that thc U.S. must win some
SCHUBLE C. "Connie" Cook, Republican candidatc for Congress
ments to committees were also
degrce of victory. "The more real~
speaks on the Viet Nam situation to Young Uepublicans present
approved. They included Melinda
istie choiccs are between these two
__:_
White to Student Affairs; Robert
at last night's meeting in. the Union. (LOBO photo by Kendall.)
extremes.'1 Cook said.
l.ove, Floyd Abbott, and Jo Ann
Some of the possibilities Cook
Castonguay, Cultul'al; and Sam
suggested were to have a toalition •
In Santa Fe
Carrtes, Publications Board.
government approach, tp rcmain
In other business, the following
in areas the U.S. now controls
Sertate committee appointments
and to let the Viet Cong have their
were announced by President Dick
part of the country for a time,
Baker: Thomas Toppino and
to step up the war bit by bit, and
Kathy Landers, Steering; Larry
to Ianncb full scale guerrila war~
Clevenge1·, chairman, Student
fare in thc North with the hope i)f
Rights; Vicki Voida, chairman,
Student leade1·s from niember gates and observers will meet uniting" both North and South
Credentials, and Eileen Tower, colleges of the New Mexico As- with members of the LFC.
Dennison said that he expected VietNam into a free· country.
Bob Epstein and Maureen Barker sociation of College Student Gov·
"The problems facing the U.S.
to the ad hoc committee on home· ernments (NMACSG) will gather discussions at the conference to are immense," Cook said.
coming and fiesta elections.
in Santa Fe Saturday and Sun· cover the constitutional basis of
"The Viet Nam conflict is not ·
day for a conference on the fi- the LFC and the BEF, in·state isolated; it. is pa;rt of the bigget·
atnd
out-of·state
tuition
rates,
naneing of higher education in
and the raising of entrance re· struggle. involving South East
the state. The students will con· quirements to new state colleges. Asia as well," Cook said.
fer with the Board .of Educational He said that the philosophy un.
''Viet Nam is a conftict and an
Finance and the Legislative Fi· derlying the financing of higher engagement but it is not the whole
nance Committee.
education would be disc11ssed. struggle.'' said Cook.
Repersenting UNM will be
( Continucd on page 2)
(Continued on page 4)
ASUNM President Jim Branch,
vice-president Dick Baker, Coun·
cilman Jess Sandoval, and Chris
Sillet•oy. Obsel'Vel'S to the condemic background will be given ference will be Coleman Travelspecial cortsideration. Undergrad· stead, Pat Donlan, Pat Davidson,
uate loans may not exceed $5,000 Eilene Prewitt and Sam Carnes.
for the bachelor's degree and niay Dan Dennison, ASUNM treasnot exceed .$10.,000 for all levels urer, is president of the as:>ocia·
chaptcr of their history in Viet
By United Press International
o:f .schooling either graduate or , tion. Ton1 Miller, administrative
Nam.
All known surviyors of the
. WASHINGTON - Space chief
undergraduate.
assistant to Branch, is secre·
U.S.
Special
Forces camp at A
James Webb talked yesterday
A student· is required to sign tary .of NMACSG.
Shau
have
becn
evacuated. Wltlt.J!.
about
American
hopes
of
beating
a note for his loan and if he is
Will Meet In Senate
Russia to the n1oon. Hc said they the two-day battle started, thcre
a minor he must have the co·
were about a do:ten Americans
Satutday afternoon the dele·. are not too good. ·
signatu1•e b£ his parent or legal
and
several hundred Vietnamese
gates and observers will meet in
Webb spoke before the House
guardian.
the camp on thc Laodefending
the .Senate Chambers. · Mal'ilyn Science Committee and said the
Repayment Starts Later
tian
border
against about 2,000
Budke,
Sel'retal'Y
of
the
LFC,
will
United States could land men on
'l'hc repayment of the loan will
Communist
troops.
The battle was
present
a
briefing
on
the
func•
the moon by 1969. But he added
begin nine months after the stU·'
a
heroic
one,
and
rescuers were
tions.
of
the
LFC
and
the
BEl!'
..
that the chances of Russia reachdent ceases to be at lenst a
heroic, too, in braving enemy fire
Following
the
briefing,
Chair·
ing
the
moon
befOI'e
1969
are
half time student in an institution
to remove survivors. Five Amel'i·
of higher learning as detcrlllined man of the BEl!', Dr, Jim McCon· greater now than thcy were a cans and 41 Montagnards were
by the gtanting institution and nell, will speak. Then, the dele· yea rago.
The :b'eder11l Space AdministhL· brought out alive.
he completed at least 10 yeat·s
tor said that new U.S. space goals
alter.
:lllinimum Wage May Go Up
in
space must be allt1tPrized or
Except that irtterest shall not
HILL - CongressCAPITOL
Today is the deadline :for the Russia will fo:rge ahead as the man Adam Clayton
accruo ~on the loan, and install·
Powell an·
ments nci!d not be paid during student identification contest spon· uncallenged leadet'. ·
nounce!l yesterday that organized
any period: ( 1) not in excess sot·ed bY the LOBO. Submit your
labor and the Democratic .admin·
Sllrl'ivors of V.C. Attuck
of three years during·. which the entries to the LOBO box office in
istration have agreed on legisla·
Evacuated
bort:ower is a member of the the Activities Center or to the
SAIGON - The men of the tion to increase the Federal Mini·
Armed Forces o:f the United LOBO office in the journalism
(Continued on page 4)
Green Beret have ended another
building.
{Continued on pnge 2)
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NM Student Government Leaders
Meet for Financial Conference

Have Low Interest Rates

Defense Loans Available
To Any Qualified Student
I BllllT THE PlACE OR/61/VAll
70 ACCOMJ1.0DATE MY COLlECTION

OFh.I.S~WEATHERALL JACK£1S

By TISH GRANGER
tobu Staff Writer
Are you a full time graduate or
undergraduate student1 Do you
need financial assistance to attend UNM? Are you capable of
maintaining a good scholastic
standirtg and sati!rfactory grades ?
If so, why not try to obtain a
National Defense Loan :from the
Student Aids Office.
The National Defense Educa·
· tion Act of 1958, as amended, pro.
vi des fol' low in te.rest loans to
qualified students attending in·
stitutions of higher education.
An undergraduate student may
bo!'row up to $1,000 fot· each acn·
demic year if a student hns demonstrated need .for a loan to attend school. 'l'he maximum al·
lowed a gi'aduate student is
$2,500 per year. •
May Carry 12 Hours
A full-time
undergi'aduate
must take 12 academic hours and
a graduate must carry 9 academic
hours.
Students with superior nca·

'lJ
J

Second Place- Moon Race
Increases ·Pace Into Space

~~--=----~ ~-~---~---·~-·----"=-~~'~

Deadline Today
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